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Measurements of contact specific low-bias negative differential resistance of single metalorganic molecular junctions†
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Negative differential resistance (NDR) behaviors of single molecule junctions composed of a thiol-terminated Ru(n) bis-terpyridine (Ru(tpy-SH)2) molecule sandwiched between two gold electrodes are measured using a specifically modified scanning probe microscope break junction technique (SPMBJ) at room temperature. The low-bias (0.623 ± 0.135 V) NDR observed for one of the three conductance groups is contact specific and is caused by a bias induced electrode–molecule coupling changes.

In the field of molecular electronics, molecular junctions have attracted significant attention in the past decade due to their potential for device applications at the single molecule level.1,2 Many interesting physical properties, such as conductance, ratifications, negative differential resistance (NDR), switching and amplifications, have been demonstrated in molecular junctions based on single molecules.3–5 The NDR effect, which is described by a decreasing current through the junction with an increasing bias voltage, has been observed in various systems and was believed to be significant to construct molecular switches and molecular transistors for future device applications.6–10 Alongside the experimental observations, theoretical studies have proposed various mechanisms to reveal the origin of NDR, which can be roughly grouped into molecular core focused and molecule–electrode focused mechanisms. For the molecule–core focused mechanism, the NDR phenomena were attributed to charge blocking caused by bias induced redox reactions.11–15 Some groups16–18 have also suggested that NDR behavior was mainly caused by the conformation changes of the molecular core induced by external bias.19,20 In a junction with weakly coupled contacts, researchers have stated that the narrow density of state (DOS) features of the tip apex of electrodes contribute to the observed NDR behavior.20–22 In contrast, for the molecular junctions with strongly coupled contacts,23–25 the molecule and the electrodes need to be studied as a whole, although most of the studies have not elaborated on the bias-induced molecule–electrode coupling.24 To unravel the true mechanism of NDR in a strongly coupled molecule junction experimentally, the single molecular junction properties must be studied in detail with more controllable techniques. To the best of our knowledge, no such measurement has been reported in the literature.

Herein we report our measurement of controlled electronic transport in single molecule junctions composed of a thiol-terminated Ru(n) bis-terpyridine (Ru(tpy-SH)2) molecule sandwiched between two gold electrodes using a specifically modified scanning probe microscope break junction technique (SPMBJ).26,27 We chose Ru(tpy-SH)2 in this study due to the promising conductivities and optical excitation properties that have been observed in the literature,28,29 and particularly because of a theoretically predicted NDR for metal–terpyridine molecular junctions.24 We believe the conclusions drawn based on the single molecular behavior of metal–terpyridine molecular junctions will be helpful in explaining the formation mechanisms of nonlinear behavior observed in a series of metal–organic molecular junctions.30–35 Ru(tpy-SH)2 was synthesized by following the procedure described in the ESI (SI-1†). Gold substrates and SPM tips were prepared according to the procedures described in our previous publications.26,27 Two different solution experiments were performed in order to investigate the influence of metal ions on the conductance behavior in the molecular junctions. A solution containing either 1 mM of the tpy-SH ligand or the Ru(tpy-SH)2 complex was prepared in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution and put into SPM liquid cells on separate gold substrates. After immersion in static solution for 6 hours, the molecules form Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs) on the substrates (SI-2†) and were used in the next step for SPMBJ measurements in the solution.

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/c3nr01284k
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SPMBJs have been widely used in measuring electronic transport properties in single molecular junctions. However, the measured conductance complicates the interpretations due to the continuous modification of the contact configurations introduced by the continuous retraction of the SPM tip. The fundamental concept of this new approach is to fabricate stabilized single molecule junctions to minimize the contact conformation complexities. As illustrated in Fig. 1, single molecule junctions (Fig. 1(a)) were produced by dividing the continuous retraction into two processes: an abrupt stretching and free holding (Fig. 1(c), black curve) to keep the junctions at specific contact configurations. Single molecule conductance determined by the conductance histograms (Fig. 1(b)) was used to determine the current value of the stabilized molecule junctions (Fig. 1(c)). We then introduced bias sweeping during which the Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecule was freely held between Au electrodes (Fig. 1(a) and (c)). In this way, I–V characteristic behavior of single Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecular junctions (Fig. 1(d)) can be reproduced during the formation of the molecular junctions. To make certain that during the bias sweep the junction is stabilized and contains only a single Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecule, we produced stabilized molecular junctions at a bias of 0.3 V (a and b in Fig. 1(c)) and chose a smaller region of the sweep (c and d in Fig. 1(c)) so as to check the same conductance before (c’ in Fig. 1(c)) and after (d’ in Fig. 1(c)) the bias sweep at 0.3 V for all experiments (Fig. 1(c)). The bias-sweep range in our experiments was always −1.0 V to 1.0 V.

To determine the conductance of Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecule junctions, we applied the modified SPMBJ method and used the stretching–holding approach. The results demonstrated three conductance sets with single molecular conductance values \( G_L = 3.1 \times 10^{-6} G_0 \) (low), \( G_M = 4.3 \times 10^{-5} G_0 \) (medium), and \( G_H = 1.13 \times 10^{-4} G_0 \) (high), respectively (Fig. 1(b) and SI-3†). The multiple single molecular conductance sets have also been reported for other types of molecular junctions. Different single molecular conductance sets should correspond to different contacts formed in molecular junctions. Thus, we believe the different single molecular conductance values observed here can also be attributed to the different preferential contact configurations in the stable Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecular junctions. More specifically, the 3 conductance sets have been related to the binding configurations of the molecule–electrode interface and accordingly our measured conductance \( G_H \) should correspond to the hollow–hollow configuration, \( G_M \) the hollow–top configuration, and \( G_L \) the top–top configuration. In addition, as is shown in previous reports, the estimated single molecular conductance of Co–terpyridine molecular junctions measured for junctions consisting of multiple molecules ranges from \( 0.8 \times 10^{-6} G_0 \) to \( 0.75 \times 10^{-4} G_0 \), close to our measured conductance for single Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecule junctions. However, because of the added controls, we believe our experimental results provide more precise single conductance features of metal–terpyridine molecular junctions than previously reported ones.

Compared to static conductance results at a certain bias, I–V characteristic curves of single molecular junctions can provide more information about electron transport properties of target molecules. Using the techniques described in Fig. 1, we measured the I–V curves of both the tpy-SH ligand molecular junctions and the Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecule junctions of all the three conductance sets (Fig. 2). Firstly, we found that the Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecule junctions have a much larger single molecular conductance (\( G_L \), \( G_M \), and \( G_H \), see Fig. SI-2†) than that for the tpy-SH ligand molecular junctions (\( G_{N} \) (Fig. 2(a)). The ratio of the conductance of \( G_M \) and \( G_N \) ranges from about 50 to 250 at different bias (Fig. 2(b)), which agrees with the previous experimental and theoretical studies. Remarkably, for Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecule junctions, more than 20% of the I–V characteristic curves (55/233 curves) are found to belong to the set of \( G_{N} \) that show obvious negative differential resistance (NDR) behaviors (labeled red) while the curves in other two single molecular conductance sets (\( G_L \) and \( G_H \)) do not show similar phenomena. These results clearly suggested that the NDR effect observed in our experiments is not only intrinsic to Ru(tpy-SH)2 but also contact conformation dependent.

To demonstrate that NDR is intrinsic to Ru(tpy-SH)2, we compared the I–V curves of very well studied octanedithiol (C8DT) molecular junctions using the same methods (Fig. SI-4†). We found that the I–V curves of Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecular junctions show more nonlinear behavior when at bias voltage greater than about 0.4 V. To explain this phenomenon, we constructed the numerical differential conductance profiles (\( dI/dV \) versus \( V \)) of Ru(tpy-SH)2 and C8DT molecular junctions.

The differential conductance profiles were used to interpret the local density of state (LDOS) of whole molecular junctions in the bias sweeping ranges. With a −1.0 to +1.0 V bias sweeping range, Fig. 3 shows some LDOS peaks in the differential conductance profile of Ru(tpy-SH)2 while for C8DT, the profile is relatively smooth. We believe those peaks involved in LDOS should be responsible for the observed nonlinear behavior of Ru(tpy-SH)2 molecular junctions. Furthermore, as is known, the
current would continue to increase linearly with increasing bias because the bias sweeping is much smaller than the HOMO–LUMO gap of the molecular core. In contrast, for molecular junctions with smaller HOMO–LUMO gaps, at room temperature, the density of states distribution should be relatively broadened. Partial state density distributions may be involved in the bias sweeping range, which are responsible for the extra peaks observed in Fig. 3(a) and lead to nonlinear behavior at higher bias. Thus, the smaller HOMO–LUMO gap (3–4 eV) of Ru(tpy-SH)$_2$ (ref. 33) compared to that of C8DT (10 eV energy gap) should be considered as a main reason for the nonlinear behavior observed in Ru(tpy-SH)$_2$ molecular junctions.

In addition, the hybridization among the transition metal center, organic molecule backbone and Au electrodes would possibly cause a complex energy profile or even introduce some extra steady-states. It might also contribute to the nonlinear behavior at higher bias for Ru(tpy-SH)$_2$ molecular junctions.

Besides Ru(tpy-SH)$_2$ molecular cores, NDR behaviors in our system are only observed for one ($G_M$) of the three conductance sets, which is related to a specific contact conformation. It is often assumed that the contact conformations have a significant impact on the electron transport through molecular junctions.

In the strongly coupled system, Pati et al. have recently proposed a unified model which attributed the NDR effect to the nonlinear changes in the coupling between the molecule and lead induced by external bias. However, in their report, the NDR peak appears at a bias of about 3.4 V, much higher than our observed 0.623 ± 0.135 V bias voltage (Fig. 4(a)). For the low bias NDR behavior induced by strong coupling in the contacts, a recent study proposed that it should be attributed to the specific contact conformations, which is supported by our experimental results. Specifically, Pati et al. further reported in their most recent paper that current switches on only for the hollow–top junction contact conformation.

In the strongly coupled system, Pati et al. have recently proposed a unified model which attributed the NDR effect to the nonlinear changes in the coupling between the molecule and lead induced by external bias. However, in their report, the NDR peak appears at a bias of about 3.4 V, much higher than our observed 0.623 ± 0.135 V bias voltage (Fig. 4(a)). For the low bias NDR behavior induced by strong coupling in the contacts, a recent study proposed that it should be attributed to the specific contact conformations, which is supported by our experimental results. Specifically, Pati et al. further reported in their most recent paper that current switches on only for the hollow–top junction contact conformation.

Fig. 2 (a) $I$–$V$ curves for Ru(tpy-SH)$_2$ molecule junctions without a Ru-ion center ($G_N$: black) and for the junctions with a Ru-ion center of three sets of conductance ($G_L$: green, $G_M$: red, and $G_H$: blue). Inset: zoom-in of the $I$–$V$ curve for $G_H$. (b) Current ratio of $G_M$ to $G_N$ ($G_M/G_N$) vs. bias voltage plot, showing that $G_M$ is 50 to 250 times that of $G_N$.

Fig. 3 Numerical differential conductance curves ($dI/dV$ versus $V$) for (a) Ru(tpy-SH)$_2$ and (b) C8DT. The insets in (a) and (b) are the $I$–$V$ curves used to construct $dI/dV$ for Ru(tpy-SH)$_2$ and C8DT, respectively. As an example, the conductance $G_N = 1.13 \times 10^{-6} G_0$ for Ru(tpy-SH)$_2$ and $G_S = 0.9 \times 10^{-6} G_0$ for C8DT was compared. Other conductance sets of each molecule show similar behaviors.

Fig. 4 (a) Representative monitored $I$–$V$ curves (blue) and force changes (red) with bias sweeping. The shaded area highlights the NDR and force peaks. (b) The histograms of the NDR peak position (blue) and force peak position (red) using 50 curves each as shown in (a). Statistically, the NDR peaks are located at 0.623 ± 0.135 V while the force peaks are located at a bias of 0.601 ± 0.171 V.
To prove that the observed NDR for the specific contact conformation (conductance of \( G_m \)) is also the result of bias induced coupling changes, we simultaneously monitored the force changes during the bias sweep. Fig. 4(a) shows a typical \( I-V \) curve and the corresponding force curve demonstrating that the greatest change in force happens at the bias where NDR is observed. For both the individual curves and statistical results using 50 curves, the NDR peak always accompanies a force peak (Fig. 4). The peaks of average force changes are located at a bias of 0.601 ± 0.171 V [Fig. 4(b)] and a value for force changes of 0.319 ± 0.098 nN was observed. The force changes agree with our earlier measurements of electrode interfaces of single molecule junctions by controllable mechanical modulations\(^{61–63} \) and thus is likely caused by molecule–electrode coupling changes induced by the bias. It is also possible that conformational relaxation of molecular junctions could be caused by a bias induced twist of molecular structures or bias charging on a redox active center as a polaron model.\(^{16} \) However, the underlying mechanisms of conformation changes in our system under specific bias conditions still need further systematic studies, specifically with respect to theoretical calculations. Besides, the NDR was only observed at the positive bias and this \( I-V \) asymmetry could be caused by the asymmetric channel coupling upon the applied bias, even for symmetric junctions.\(^{24} \) The exact reason, however, deserves further theoretical simulations to be determined.

The NDR behavior in our system was observed at low bias at room temperature. As an important parameter, the peak-to-valley current ratio (PVR) is always used to describe the degree of NDR. In our studies, PVR can be directly obtained by comparing the peak current to the valley current in the \( I-V \) curves. The average PVR from statistical results is 1.47 ± 0.21 : 1. This PVR value is small, which is common at room temperature. In Chen’s report,\(^{6} \) a PVR of around 1000 : 1 at low temperature only showed 1.5 : 1 PVR at room temperature. The degradation of NDR behavior is believed to be due to the increased inelastic scattering at higher temperature. This explanation also agrees with our proposed mechanism. Possible improvements to achieve more satisfactory PVRs in the future could be expected by controlling the conformation variation process and reducing inelastic scattering with confined freedom of thermal fluctuations.

In summary, we have applied a specially modified SPMBJ to characterize electronic transport properties of \( \text{Ru(tpy-SH)}_2 \) molecular junctions. For the first time, we have directly measured the electron transport properties of \( \text{Ru(tpy-SH)}_2 \) molecular junctions at the single molecular level. We found that the existence of a bridging Ru(II) ion increases the conductance of molecular junctions by at least 2 orders of magnitude with respect to the ligand alone. Three different single molecular conductance sets due to different contact conformations were identified, and single molecular \( I-V \) characteristic curves for the three different contact conformations were measured by performing the bias sweep for stabilized junctions. The \( I-V \) curves of \( \text{Ru(tpy-SH)}_2 \) molecular junctions show nonlinear behavior at relatively higher bias compared to the C8MDT molecular junctions due to specific electronic properties of \( \text{Ru(tpy-SH)}_2 \) molecules. NDR behaviors were also observed in the single molecular \( I-V \) curves related to a specific contact conformation. By comparing with the simultaneous force signal, we directly proved that the coupling between the Ru(tpy-SH)\(_2\) molecular core and contacts results in observed NDR behavior. Although further experimental and theoretical efforts will still be needed to test and complete our proposed mechanisms in the future, our results provide a possible mechanism to explain nonlinear behaviors, particularly the NDR effect, in other metal–organic complex molecules.
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